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Abstral4

-WY

The metapragmatic knowledge of 14 children, 5 - 8 years) was examined in

three ways. ReqUests were elicited through role-playing in hypothetical

classrooms. Judgments of the appropriateness of requests were also

'elicited. Finality, an interview consisted of questions regarding use of

language, particularly requests, in the clapsroom. The reiults shbwed effects

for age of child and tyie of request. Older, in compairion_vith younw,

children, were more likely to: produce indirect requests, judge a request as

inappropriate in i.particulat classroom iituation, and refer to pragmatic

violation as the basis of judgment. Requests for action took indirect forms)

while requests for information took direct forms.
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Introduction

o

\Language developmenteconsists of two related, but di tinci dimensions,

basic language skills and metalinguistie awarenes, and it No lves multiple

levels of linguistic forms and functions, including the rules of phonology',

syntax, semantics 'and pragmatics. This article concerns metalinguistic

.awareness and pragmatics. Metalinguistic awAreness is the ability to reflect

on language itself as an object of knowledge, while basic language skills are

comprehension and production. Pragmatics refers to the rules and social con-

ventions used to communicate in social situations.

The specific aim of the present study was to examine children's metalin-
c't

guistic awareness of one aapect of praguatics: the request function. This

' function was chosen because it is one of the earliest language functions to

appear, and because it has been the object of both theory and empirical

research. In the present study, several new measures were devised to investi-

gate school-age children's metapragmatic knowledge of the use of mequests in

the classroom.

The development of metalinguistic awareness

Children's metalinguistic knowledge develops with age (Saywits 6

Wilkinson, 1982; Van Itleeck, in Ass), and it comes after the development of

langua use (Hirsh-Pasek -GISitman,.6 Cleitmen, 1978). A full awarenesi of

language structure, as mearsured,by multiple tasks, is not found until 7 or 8

years, even though primitive types of metalinguistic awareness are evident as

early as 2 years (Cherry, 1979; Clark, 1978). Children are able to focus on

--language as an object and manifest this skill in a variety of tasks-once they

1
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have entered school. In contrast, during the preschool-period, children are

unable to focus on language divorced from its communicative function. The

metalinguistic skills that emerge during this period focus on the communica-

.tive success of messages, rather than,on the language itself (Van Kleeck, in

press). In general, the findings concerning emergence of metalinguistic

awareness are in.accord with the view that the child's metacognitive abflities

ate limited and fragile during the preschool years, and that ihey become

extensive and durable after the child enters school (Brown, Bransford,

Ferrara, mpione, in press; Gleitman, Gleitman & Shipley, 1972; Van Kleeck,

in press).

Rules of re ues

I.

.Of course, children speak correctly and communicate effectively before

they are consciously aware of the language rules that they employ.

Ultimately, they develop metalinguistic awareness and the capacity to articu-

late some of these rules. For example, some effort is expended by teachers in

elementary schools to teach children to be aware of the rules of grammar that

the children routinely employ in production and comprehension df language

(e.g. parts of speech, sentence diagramming). Thus one cannot assume that the

rules that are functionally important in children's use of language are neces-

sarily available to their verbal report.

Some pragmatic rules that are treed in successful communication have been

defined by linguists. Labov and Fanshel (1977) have formulated a general Rule

of Requests that specifies the conditions under which's listener will under-

stand a speaker's utterance as a request for action. These conditions are a

need for the action, a need for the request, ability of the listener to
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comply, obligation or willingness of the listener to comply, and the right of

the speaker to make the request. Labov and Fanshel believe that the direct

imperative form underlies all requests for action (e.g. "Give me ihe book").

While the underlying form is imperative, the surface form need not be.. Thus

Lsbov and Fanshel formulated a Rule Icor Indirect Requests by which a request

for action is conveyed without use of the direct imperative form. Indirect

requests are accomplished by reference to one or more of the conditions of the

Rule of Requests, as well ate by.reference to the existential status of the

action, and the consequences or time of performing the action. For example,

an indirect request can be lode by referring to the condition of ability, as

in the following: "Can you pick her up at the station?" Even though there is

no direct imperative form, the intention of the request for action is

expressed. Similarly, by saying, "I'm hungry," a speaker makes a reference to

the first condition, the need for the action, which in this case would be

interpreted as a request that the listener take action to alleviate the

speakerts hunger.

Requests for information are used by speakers who want to obtain informs-

tion from listeners. labov andq7anshel (1977) believe that requests for

information are related cloiely to requests for action. In the latter type of

requests, the speaker may say, "Give me X," while in the former, the sped:sr

may say "Give me information about X." In formulating the Rule of Requests

for Information, Labov and Fanshel maintain that two conditions are true for

all valid and sincere requests for information: the speaker believes that the

listener has the information requested, and the speaker does not have that

information.

10
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In adult conversations, requests for action and information typically do

not take direct, interrogative forms, such as the wh-, yes/no, or tag question

forms, or tile imperative form. Lsbov and Fanshel (1977) maintain that

indirect requests are used frequently because they can be mitigated or aggra- 's,,,,

vated. Mitigation refers to softening the tone or phrasing of requests to

avoid creating offense, while aggravation refers to increksing the force of

the request, such as by repeating the same request in the same way several

times. Mitigation is crucial for maintaining smooth social interaction, since

mitigated requests often-allow the listener more options for response than

i

compliance with the request. Aggravated requests, which often take a direct

f% form, do not of r the listener a choice of responses in compliance.

Children's metalinguistic knowledge of requests

In general, most research.on metalinguistic development has focused on

children's understanding of the rules that relate to language forms, phonol-

ogy, grammar, and kemantics. With the exception of a study by Mitchell-Kernan

and Kernan (1977), no studies have examined school-age children's metaprag-

matic knowledge of the request function of language. A few studies of pre-

school children have employed tasks that elicit both production and judgments

of requests (Rates, 1976; Jacobs, cited in Ervin-Tripp, 1977; Read 6 Cherry,

1978). The data from these studies suggest effects of both age of the child

and type of request.

Severkl researchers have used elicitation tasks to examine preschool

children's produttion of requests. Read and Cherry (1978) studied 2-, 3-, and

4-ydkr-olds' requests for objects to a "Cookie Monster" puppet. Their data

showed younger children tended to use gestures as a part of their requests,
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while older children used syntactic forma such as embedded imperatives to

express differentiation aeons requests. Bates (1976) examined 2- to 6-year=

olds use of requests for candy from an elderly, female puppet. The older

.children used more polite requests and showed a greater variety of ways to

change their requests when &eked to "try again." All of the children were

able to increase the politeness of their requests the second time. James

(1975) studied 4- and 5-year-old children's use of requests to different kinds

of dolls: a same-sexed peer, a younger female, an adult male. Older children

were less likely to use direcelimperative fOrms than were younger children.

All of the children used more direct forms with the younger child doll than

witlithe adult and peer dolls. Mitchell-Kernan and Rarnan (1977) usadm rola-

playing task to*tliiit requests for actio /object with black American children

aged 7 to 12 years and found few age-related changes. The children's

spontaneous speech was characterized by less direct forms in comparison with

their speech in the role-playing situstion.

only two studies have employed a judgment task to examine young

children's knowledge of pragmatic rules of requests. Jacobs (cited in Ervin-

Tripp, 1977) asked 5-year-Olds to judge the appropriateness of specific

requeit forme and to select the probable listeners of different forms. Her

data show that children diffarbntiated listeners according to age status

(adult versus child) andlamiliarity (familiar versus unfamiliar). Bates

(1976) asked children 2 to 6 years to compare and choose between the polite-

ness of the requests produced by two puppets to_an elderly, female puppet.

The children were also asked to xplain their choices. The data show that 2-

year-olds chose "please as the most polite form; the 4-year-olds chose soft

intonation; and the 6-year-olds chose conditional verb tenses and formal
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address forms as the most polite forms. In,akition, the alder,children were

able to provide linguistic explanations of their choices, while the young

children were unable to give satisfactory reasons for.their. judgments.
4

In sum, the data show that older preschool children produCe7more varia-

ble, indirect, and complex requests, in comparison with younger preschool

children. The type of request (action/inW on) affects preschool

ildretei oduction and"judgment of requests; Older preschool children

vide ling stically bawl explanations of their judgments, while young

ores hool 8 m unable to provide adequate explanations for their choices.

Methods for the study of metalinguistic knowledge

Many of the extant studies have employed a single task to asaess meta-

linguistic avareness.. Use of but one taskkan provide a limited view of

children's knowledge. Clark (1978) has suggested that there are numerclus

levels of metalinguistic knowledge, and that multiple methods of assesSment

sre necessary for a comprehensive understanding of ietalinguistic development.

In all, iour kinds of tasks have been osed to examine childeen'e4' meta-

linguistic awareness: production, comprehension, reflection, and inference.

Metaproduction,tasks most typically elicit behavior in conditions that resem-

ble "real-life" situations in which the behavior typically occurs. The meta-

production tasks are less concrete than simple production tsks. They often

involve imaginar!ksettings and provide less internal motivation for communica-

tion. This type of tisk was used by de Villiers and de Villiers (1974); they

requested subjects po repair inappropriate, unacceptable, or inadequate

statements of puppets.

a 1 3
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Metacomprehension tasks are less concr e than\the metaproduction

tasks. Judgment tasks Are most often.used, in hich t e subject is required

to evaluate-the behavior produced by another spea r alon dimensions such as

accuracy, well-formedness, and appropriateness, among others.,\For example,

Bates (1976) asked her aubjects to evaluate the politene of the speech

. generated by puppets to an elderly, female pupPet.

la a third type of task, the anbjects re required to ref ct abou the

ernalbehavior under atudy and to provide informatiOn\about their ewn

processing of it. Botk this reflection,task, and the fourth type of task,

\ \
which involved the e eriRenter making inferences about the subject's ihternal

psychological state, ha bean more commonly used in assessments of meta-

4.

.

cognitive abilities, not sp cifically concerned with language (e.g.

Meichenbadm & Butler, 1980; St rnberg, Conway, Ketron, & Birtstein, 1981).

In the present study, .choolN.age children's metapragmatic knowledge of

the request function was explored wl three tasks: roducti.o4 comprehen-

siori, and reflection. The metaproducti task involved a role- laying

activity with dolls, where requests were el cited in an imagina y classroom.

,The metacomprehension task involved eliciting'judgments of the ppropriateness

of requests in hypothetical classroom situations.\\Explanationt-f the reasons

for the judgment were alao elicited. The reflection task consisted of,an

open-ended interview, which, provided subjects an-OportUnity to talk about the

use of requests in the classroom.
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. Fourteen normal English-speaking middle-class Caucasian children aged 5

to 8 years participated in the study. There were nine males and five females,

of whom six were in kindergarten, xwo in first grade, four in second 'grade,

and two in third grade.

Data collection

Each child was tested individually at home by oneofemale experimenter?

All tasks were audiotaped.

Prior to administering the tasks, the experimenter conversed with the

child for several minutes and briefly explained the activities that would

folloi, includingthe three \tasks: production, judgment, ana interview. The

interview was administered first for all subjects, because pilot testing

showed that rapport between the experimenter and the subject could best be

established early in the testing.session 'with the interview. The remaintng

tasks were administered in a counterbalanced order for the subjects.

The interview consisted of 12 questions (see Appendix) concerning the use

of language and specifically the use of requests in the classroom. The

questions were paraphrased if the subjects did not respond appropriately or

ryquested clarification. Subjec9 were gisked to expand their responses occa-

sionally, with prompts such as "Can you tell me more?" "What's cool

talking?" Can you show me?"

Each of the remainingttasks contained two types of requests for informa-

tion, procedures and academic information, and one type of request for
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action. Each task also contained one segment for a studentlistener and one

for a teacher-listener.

The judgment task required subjects to evaluate the appropriateness of

,various requests. The subject was shown a picture of two students seated at a

table in a classroom.and a picture of a student seated at the table with a

teacher standing beside him/her. The experimenter described a scenario about

one of the stUdents at the table, who needed directions for a worksheet, a

pencil, and help spelling a word. The subjects were required to judge the

adequacy of five requests directed to another student-listener, and of the

same requests directed to a teacher-listener for each of the three types of

requests (procedures, academic information, action).

"This is Pat." (Show picture of student sitting at a

table with a pencil and paper in front of her/him.) "S/he

just got back from the library and missed the instructions on

how to do the worksheet. So s/he needs some help. You will

hear some ways that Pat asks her/his classmate Chris and a

teacher, Mts. Jackson, for help. 'I want you to tell me if

you think that that is a good way to ask for help."

(Show picture of a teacher-listener or student-listener

standing beside Pat.) Pat will ask each of the following to

the teacher-listener and the student-listener:

(1) How do I do this page?

(2) Can you tell me how to do this pageiiplease?

(3) I missed the instructions for the worksheet.

.(4) You tell me how to do this worksheet right now.

(5) How do I do this page? I don't know because I

was at the library.

16
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(For-eachiegment ask): "Was that a good way to mat for help

from ?" (If the child responds "no" ask)t "Why

not?" followed by "What would be a better way to ask?

The requests were produced by a tape-recording of either a male child's

voice or a female child's 'voice. If the subject judged a request as inappro-

priate, then the subject was asked to provide an explanation.

The production task consisted of two scripted narratives about a student

who needed help with worksheet procedures, academic content, and a cblored

marker, all of which the student in the script needed to complete the assigned

work. In one script, the student directed requests to a teacher, and in the

other script, the student directed requests to another student. The experi-

menter related the narrative to the subject, stopping at various points in the

script to give the subject an opportunity to produce the appropriate

request. Props used with the narrative included wooden dolls to represent the

actors in the script, markers, and worksheets.

E: "We're going to act out a story with dolls. Let's

pretend this is Tony (Toni). S/he is a

kindergarten/first/second/third,grader, and this is a

kindergarten/first/second/third grade teacher. The

children in Tony's Aess are supposed to do this work-

sheet. Pretend that Tony is at the school library and

is not in the room. The teacher is going to tell the

class what to do. She says, 'Find the pictures that go

together. Draw a circle around them. Use an orange

Marker.' The first picture is some potato chips. The

17
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second is lemonade with a straw. And the last iS a

cake. Now Tony comes in; The teacher gives Tony a

worksheet. Tony doesn't know what to do. How can sihe

find out what to do?

S: (Ask the teacher)

E: "Ok, show me a good way for Tony to ask the teacherafor

help."

S: (Asks teacher what to do)

E: (Repeats instructions)

E: "Pretend that Tony needs an orange marker. Show me what

s/he would do."

S: (Asks teacher)

E: "Pretend that Tony doesn't know which pictures go

together. What would Tony say to get help fiom the

teacher?"

S: (Asks teacher)

E: "Pretend that Tony doesn't know the neiirlimer

either. Make her/him get help."

S: (Asks teacher)

ji

11

Data analysis

All of the data were transcribed by,the experimenter within 48 hours of

collection. The data base consisted' 14 sets of responses to the 12

llquestions in the interview; 330 jud gui nts; 165 explanations; 272 requests.

18
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Different coding syitems were employed with the different kinds of

data. The subjects' responses to the questions in the interview were analyzed

qualitatively, withoist statistical tests.

The subjects' judgments were first separated into judgments of

appropriateness_and of inappropriateness. Secondly, the explanations given

for judgments of inapOropriateness were coded for adequacy. Inadequate

explanations included no explanation, "because" standing alone or non-

completion, an example of a different request, and an explanation irrelevant

to the dimension of appropriateness (e.g. "It's too sad"). Adequate explana-

tions included the following:- those with evaluative content (e.g. 'That was

bad"); with formal violation (e.g. "Nb please"); with pragmatic violation

(e.g. to o. direct); with pragmatic violation in the nonverbal domain (e.g. the

ofiservation that ve does not just take materiel but has to request it; this

only applies to the request for materials).

The requests produced by the subjects were coded according to the

indirectness of the form employed in ihe request. Indirect requests were

defined as those that contained a declarative tatement with the intent of

eliciting a response, or an embedded request with or without "please

(questions or modal verb)." Direct requests'were defined as those that,

included the direct syntactic form for the request (e.g. the imperative oi the

Wh- question), or a request for confirmation. "Please" appended to the direct

form did not alter coding.

19
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Results

The Interview

Data from the interviews will be summarized qualitatively. The purpose

of this analysis is to provide preliminary evidence for the metapragmatic

knowledge that was assessed in the twolterimental tasks. All of the sub-

jects responded appropriately to the interview, although the experimenter

paraphrased and used prompts on occasion.

Questions four and eight referred to the differential effectiveness of

types of requests in eliciting help or uaterials. Almost all of the subjects

agreed with this proposition; however the tendency was more pronounced for the

older subjects (100% versus WO,. Questions five, six, nine, and ten.required

the subjects to provide examples of "good" and "bad" requests. Older subjects

emphasized the use of "please"; younger subjects most often used a modal verb

or other form with "please," however. Both younger and older subjects empha-

sized the use of indirect forms when requesting materials. For example, some

% of the younger Children used "please" often with qualifiers as in the

following: "Could I please borrow the book just for a second?" Several

youpger subjects suggested that "Just tikidg it" was a "bad" way to request an

object, while several older subjeits mentioned that saying "1 got it first"

qualified as a "bad" way. Both groups mentioned direct requests as impo-

lite. Questions,one, two, and 12 concerned politeness and "good" versus "bad"

speakers. galf of the younger subjects' descriptions consisted of evaluative

teims such as "nice," "cool," and "mean," while the older subjects seldom used

teius such as these to differentiate between good and bad speakers. Another

difference is that the younger subjects included friendliness as a

20
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characteristic of good speakers (e.g. "a good talker would be somebody's

friend"), Older children's descriptions of good speakers resembled Grice's

(1975) notions of informativeness and cooperatives. Some examples include

folloying: "A good talker says it so people can understand it and it makes

sense (Be clear)." "Don't say none of your business and get out of here (Be

cooperative)." "A person who is not a good talkeitalks a lot (Be brief)."

"A good talker talks if he knows a lot of work (Be informative ).. Some of

older subjects referred to grammaticarity, as in the following: "A good

talker doesn't say ain't." No additional responses from'older subjects

included references to the use of "thank you" and the use of a pleasant

voice. One older subject mentioned not using "bad" words. All of the sub-

jects emphasized politeness rather than informativeness in reeponse to ques-

tion 12, and they included evaluative references such as "Being some people's

friends and liking them and being nice to them" as well as the use of "please"

with the modal verb.
'

Question 3, which concerned appropriate times to talk at school, did not

elicit differential responses between older and younger subjects; both

reported a variety of academic and nonacademic activities. Older subjects

were more likely to mention talking when called upon in class or needing help,

compared with younger subjects. Odestions 7 and 11 referred to the form of

requests directed to teacher-listeners versus peer7listeners. All of the

younger subjects indicated that the fotm would not differ, while about half of

the older subjects said that it depended on the nature of the interaction.

In sum, the data from the interview provides ample evidence that young,

school-age children possess metapragmatic awareness, and that this ability

emerges and differentiates during the early school years. Younger children

21
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emphasize affiliation in their view of "good" speakers, while older children

Conform more to adult (Gricean) notions of cooperativeness and informative-

ness. All of the subjects seem to be aware of some fundamental rules govern-

ing classroomianguage usage. They know that there are times to talk and not

l

to talk at school and that different kinds of t king may be differentially

effective. Both older and younger children se m to differentiate between the

two types of,requests, ttóse for information and for objects/materials.

Requests for materials should take an indirect, mitigated form, while requests It

for information may take both dit:ect and indirect forms. Older children show

greater tendency to prefer the use of indirect forms, compared with younger

children.

Production Task

Discriminant function analyses,were performed on data from the production

task. The independent variables in the analysis were Age (the linear trend),

Information/Action (a dummy variable contrasting these two types of requests),

Academic/Procedural (a dummy variable contrasting these two types of requests

for information), Listener (Student/Teacher), and interactions of Age x

Information/Action, Age x Academic/Procedural, Age x Listener, Listener x

Inforaation/Action, and Listener x Academic/Procedural. The dependent'

variable in one analysis was the clasification of a response as'

0

direct/indirect. In a seDarate analysis, the dependent variable was the

classification of indirect responses as modal, embedded + please, yes/no

questior4 or declarative. The data were responses pooled.over all children.

Since each child contributed a number of responsesozthe obsdtvations were not

independent, and the significance levels are not entirely trustworthy. One
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solution to this problem is to select a statistic that measures the effect of

interest, in this case the log of tie F value, and to jackknife that statistic

individual children (Mbsteller 6 TUkey, 1977). This method asaesses the

ree to which the effect estimated from the pooled data of all subjects

persists wheii an individual subject is deleted from the analysis. .

The upper part of Table 1 shows t statistics from the discriminant func-
,

tion and jackknifing,analyses of the production task. The table shows only

the effects that reached statistical significance in both types of analysis.

For the production data, there were main effects for both Age and

Information/Action, but no significant interaction. Tables 2 and 3 present

the frequencies and percentages for the main effects.

Older subject:Icroduced more indirect than direct requests, compared with

younger subjects. Ail subjec were more ely to pr duce an fndirect

request when requesting action th requesting nformation. A closer

look at the data showed that the subjects used only ne kind of direct form

for all requests, either the wh-question for information or the imperativejor

action; there were no instances of requests for confirmation. In contrast,

the subjects varied the kinds of indirect forms they used when producing

requests, as,aliwn by the analysis of type of indirectness.

The discriminant function and jackknifing analyses, presented in Table 1,

showed that Age and Information/Action were both statistically signtficant.

Tables-4 and 5 show the frequencies and proportions fOr these effects. It is

'evident that older subjects preferred to use an embedded request form plus

"please," while youngest subjects preferred to use both the embedded plus

"please" and the declarative form. Ift addftion, the most iommon form for
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°Table 1

t Values for Discriminant Function Analyses and for Jackknifing Analyses

.Variable L/
Type of Analysis

Fooled Discriiinant
Function Jackknife

df t df

4A4011011ction Task

Indirectness Age 5.44** 270 2.37* 13

Information/
Action 2.68** 269 4.61** 13

Type of
Indirectness Age 2.70** 193 2137* 13

Information/
Action 2.13* 464 3.12* 13

Judgment Task

Appropriateness Age 3.83** 328 3.35** 10

Type of
1

Explanation Age 6.44** 161 6.42** 10

Informatioy
Action 4.03** 320 4.70** 10

I.

** p.< .01

* p < .qs
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Table 2.

Production Task: Effect of Age on Frequency of Direct and Indirec

Request

Age

5 6 7

Direct

Indirect

28(25%)

87(75%)

24(60%)

16(40%),

22(28%)

56(72%)

1(2%)

38(98%)

Table 3

Production Taak: Effect of What Was ReqUested on Frequency

of Direct and Indirect Requests

What Requested

Request Information Action

Direct

Indirect

75(100%) 0(0f)

141(72%) 56(28%)
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*No awitorwe

Production Task: Effect of Ageron the Feequency with Which

Types of Indirect Requests were Produced

Age

. Type of indirect Rdquest 5 6 7 ( . 8

Medal 9(10%) 5(312) 3(5%) 5(132)

Embedded + please 47(542) *1(62) 34(612) 20(532)

Yes/no question 0(0%) 1(62) 8(142) 7(182)

Declarative 31(36%) 9(562), 11(20%) 6(162)

Table 5

Production Task: Effect of What was Requested on the Frequency

with Which Types of Indirect Requests were Produced

Typo of Indireci Request

What Requested

/nforuation Action

Aerial 8(62) 14(252)

.Embeddid + please 7(5%) 29(522)

les/no question 12(9%) 4(72)

Declarative 48(34%) 9(16%)

26
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requesting action was the embedded request plus please, while

information the declarative was most common.

20,

requesting

Julgment Task '

Forthe judgment task, discriminant function and jackknifing analyses

were performed as for the production task. Theindependent variables, were the

same, but the dependent variables were different. One depende,,t variable was

the classification ofa response as judged appropriate by the hild or judged

inappropriate. A second dependent variable was the classificat n oi

explanations,given for judged inappropriateness (evaluative co (tent, "please,"

pragmatic-verbal, pragmatic-nonverbal). Only explanations éodd as adequate

weraAncluded in-the.latter case. Results of these analyses are shown in the

bottom part of Table 1.

Only Age emerged as a statistically significant and consistent main

effect for judgment.of appropriateness. Older subjects were more likely than

Ounger subjects-to judge any given request as inappropriate ("no"). Table 6

shows this effect, which represents a change in responsebias over age.

Although the linear trend in age is significant, there is some vascillation,

and the trend may have been attributable to a few of the 7-year-olds.

Explanations produced by the subjects in response to a judgment of inap-

propriateness exhibited significant main effects for Age and

Information/Action (see Table 1).. Inspection of the relevant frequencies,

presented in Table 7, showeithat older subjects were more likely to provide

explanations that referred to pragmatic violations of the directness of the

requests, while younger subjects were more likely to provide explanations that

referred to please" and evaluations of the content of the request. In

2 7
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Table 6

Judgment Task: Effect of Age on the Frequency with

Which Requests were Judged ai Correct

Judged as Correct 5 6 7 8

Yes

No ,

107(71X)

43(29Z)

38(63%)

22(37%)

23(38%)

37(62%)

36(60%)

24(40%)

Table 7

Judgment Task: Effect of Age on the Frequency with

-Which Types of Explanation OccuriMd

Type of Explanation
,

Age

6 7 8

/

Evaluative content . 6(5%) 4(18%) 6(21%) .6(27%)

"Please" 79(85%) 15(68%) 0(0%) 6(27%)

Pragmatie-verbal ,/ 0(0%) 0(0%) 18(65%) 7(32%)

./.

Praguatic-non rbal 8(9%) 3(14%) 4(14%) 3(14%)
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addition, as shown in Table 8, requests for information judged as

inappropriate were likely to receive explanations that referred to "please,"

while requests for action that were judged as inappropriate were likely to

receive explanations that referred to "Please" and to their nonverbal

pragmatic aspects.

Conclusion

In sum, the data show consistent differences for age of subjects. Older

children were more likely to produce indirect requests, particularly of the

indirect plus "please" ty0e. They were alsojmore likely to judge requests as

inappropriate/6nd to refer to a pragmatic violation as the justification for

their judgment. Data from the production and judgment tasks were consistent

with each other and with data from the interview. Thus, different methods

-Nconverge on common conclusions.

These data also reveal a strong effect for the type of the request.

Whether a request refers to information or action has a profound effect upon

the form and judgment of appropriateness of the request. These results are

cobsistent,with sociolinguistic theory, which emphasizes th'ii the form of

request depends on whether the object of the request is action or informa-

tion. Developmentally, it is remarkable that even the *oungest children in

our sample differentiated requests for action from requests for information.

Metalinguistic awareness of this distinction seems to be an early acquisition,

and it May serve as a starting point for metalinguistic development.
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Table 8

Judgment_tAsk: Effect of What Was Requested on the Frequency with

Which Types of Explanation Occurred

Type of Explanation ,

What Requested

Information Action

Evaluative content 16(15%) 6(11%)

"Please" 73(66%) 27(472)

Pragmatic-veibal 19(18%) 6(11%)

Pragmatic-noverbal. 0(0%) 18(32%)
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Appendix: Interview Questions

(1) If a person is a good talker how does (s)he talk?

(2) If a person ie not a good talker.how does (s)he talk?

(3) When do you talk at school?

Can you think of sone more times when it is important for you to talk?

(4) Suppose someone in your class needs help with an assignment. Are some

ways to ask for help better than other ways?

(5) What would be a good way to ask for help?

(6) What would be a bad way to ask for help?

(7) Suppose someone in your class needs help with an assignment. Would they

ask a teacher for help in the tame way that they would ask a classmate?

(lf no,) how would Oley be different?

(8) Suppose someone in your class wanted to borrow a book. Are somewiYs*to

get the book better than others?

(9) What would be a good way to try and get the book?

(10) What would be a bad way tO try and get the book?

(11) Suppose someone in your class wanted to borrow a book. Wbuld they ask a

teacher in the same way that they would ask a classmate?

OP
(If no,),how would the ways be diffettnt?

(12) What is polite talking?
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